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In the artistic normal case, adventures take place in the head. In fact, I like traveling, being away, leaving definitions and demarcations 
behind me. Changes of location and strong new impressions influence my thinking and artistic work.

In August 2015, I accepted an invitation to São Paulo in Brazil. I worked there as an artist in residency for the Acaia Institute, an art 
school for the children and teens from the surrounding favelas. Together we worked on a mud brick building. Working with the chil-
dren gave me access to their labyrinthine housing areas. These self-contained, wildly grown structures created by humans without an 
architectural plan fascinates and shocks me at the same time. Overlapping, layering, narrowness, darkness, only occasionally a natural 
beam of light; the disorientation gives me almost the impression of a spatial contemporary art installation. But no, it is pure lived re-
ality! One third of the world‘s population lives in slums.

One weekend I spent with artist colleagues in the Serra da Mantiqueira, a mountain range between São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. In 
the Tupi native language, it is called Amantikir, meaning weeping mountains. From the mountains spring many waterfalls and rivers, 
which supply the surrounding cities with water. The mountain peaks often disappear in fog, as during my stay. We reached the town 
of São Francisco in the evening darkness. It was not until around noon the following day that the all-encompassing fog vanished. Now 
I saw where I was: in a lush mountain forest with very rich flora and fauna. It was an almost paradisiacal contrast to the megacity of 
São Paulo, the concrete jungle.

I was very impressed, but I felt almost overwhelmed by São Paulo - the incredibly dense, high sea of houses, so many lives, beautiful 
people, smog, concrete and everywhere concrete and asphalt. Only a few isolated trees stood in their full spring bloom. They were full 
of poetry and were my theme, which I worked on nights in the form of collages. Brazilian paper, glue and dirty hands ...

All of my senses were constantly activated to perceive and control everything around me.
I did not understand the language and only slowly did words and associations become accessible to me. I followed my intuition; the 
focus of my perception was delayed. I studied the people, their gestures and facial expressions, the sound and song of their voices, 
the radiance of their eyes and hands. A direct encounter, a reflection. Many of the things discussed; the fine and also broken hardness 
of the medium of language remained closed to me. I constructed my own versions. Assumptions, fragments, set pieces, half-truths, 
and yet all in all a truth of the moment.

It was gratifying for me to see that parts of the forests of the Serra da Mantiqueira, which disappeared after large-scale clearing, in-
tensive cultivation and erosion, are slowly being reforested. Back at home, I reflect on my encounters and experiences in São Paulo 
and in the weeping mountains. With my chainsaw I sink into the fresh trunks of trees, which fell after massive gales. I am very upset 
after this trip and the highly concentrated work with the saw really makes me calm. It is only me and the tree trunks and in between us 
the chainsaw. Four hours a day I dive with my saw into my own universe. It can rain or not, it does not matter. It’s no time for the silly 
thoughts, which tumbling in my head, finding no solutions and answers ... that stop.
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AMANTIKIR 
(From an oral legend of the Tupi-Indians)

Legend has it that there was an enchanted princess of the brave Tupi warrior tribe. Her name time has forgotten, the memory of her 
face has been lost, it is only known that she was beautiful. 
She was so beautiful that everyone wanted her, but she didn‘t want anyone. She watched men kill each other to see her. Swift knocks 
grinding bones, sharp arrows cutting flesh. How could they love her if they did not love themselves?

The beautiful princess fell in love with the sun, the warrior of the fire headdress and golden carcass, who lived up there in the sky, 
hunting for Tupã. But the sun, unlike so many princes, did not want to know about her. He did not see her beauty, did not hear her 
words, and did not stop to have her. He was barely warm on her dark skin, her complexion smelling of flowers. He barely caressed her 
black hair, her slender legs, and fleetingly followed the path of hours and shadows.
But she was so beautiful that to feel her naked, her small turgid breasts, her lips of honey and sap, her virginal lust, also ended up 
enchanting the sun. And the warrior of the headdress of fire remained as at the noon hours over Itaguaré …
The moon was barely rising over the mountain, she was gone there. Soon there was no night. The sun no longer set and there was no 
dream, no sleep. And so close came the sun to kiss the beloved that the pastures burned, the capoeira dried up and the mud boiled … 

From faint silver fluff, white stork feathers, the moon saw that she was threatened by a mere woman. The sun, which in Oca do Infinito 
had given the moon so many dawns of pleasure, so much dawn of pure taste, had fallen in love with a woman … 
And the moon went to tell Tupã everything. So much so that Tupã wanted to know what the moon, full of growing hatred, of jealousy, 
waning in pain, became a new being of moonless night. How did a mere woman dare to love the sun? How dare the sun have time to 
love someone? May he never see her again! But the sun sees everything!

Tupã raised the largest mountain there and inside it enclosed the enchanted princess of the brave warrior tribe of the Tupi people. 
The sun, in pain, fled west and wanted to drown in the sea. The moon, with the pain of its beloved, wept myriads of stars, constella-
tions and weeping light. But no cry was so weeping as that of the little princess, so beautiful, that she could never see the day, that 
she would never feel the sun.
She cried rivers of tears: Rio Verde, Rio Passa Quatro and Rio Quilombo, rivers of clear water, mines, fountains, caves, floods, rapids, 
spouts, and springs. 
Her people forgot her name, but they called Amantikir, the weeping mountain, the mountain that covered her ... 
Legend has it that it was so.
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São Francisco: 
Hundreds of little moths were sitting 
outside the windows at night, trying to 
get to us in the light.
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